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USING the led flashlight
1.
2.
3.
4.

Press and hold the power button (1) for 3 seconds to illuminate the LED flashlight.
Press a second time to start the strobe light.
Press a third time to start the SOS flashing.
Press a fourth time to turn off.

Unit won’t power on/charge/
charge past few lights

n Unit has been over discharged. This can happen
if the unit has been left on or if an engine pulled
the battery past a certain limit during a jump
start. Please call the helpline to let them know
about this issue.

Unit will not jump start my vehicle

n A few things can attribute to a failed jump start:
1. Poor connection between the clamps and
vehicle battery. The better connection, the more
likely you are to have a successful jump start.
2. Dirty battery terminals. Build up prevents all
the available power from reaching your battery.
3. Vehicle specific compatibility issues.
Occasionally we come across a vehicle that has
unique power demands that the power bank
cannot fulfil, even though it’s within our
recommended engine range.
4. Cold temperatures. Freezing temperatures
create a lot of resistance in an engine which
means it can require up to x3.5 the usual amount
of power to get started. For e.g. an engine that
usually needs 200A could need up to 700A in
the extreme cold. In addition, if your jump starter
and power bank was stored in cold temperatures
it will make it harder to deliver its full power.
5. Low charge. It’s always best to work with full
power on your power bank if you can. Jump
starters perform better at 100% charge than they
do at 25% charge, especially when jump starting
larger engines.

CHARGING an electronic device

+

+

Standard Charging:
1.
You can use the included Micro USB cable if your device has this input, if not use the 		
supplied cable with your device, connect the standard USB end into either one of the 		
jump starter and power bank output ports (4 or 5).
2.
Turn on the USB charging feature by pressing the Power On button (1) on the 		
MICHELIN Jump Starter and Power Bank. NOTE: While jump starting your vehicle you 		
cannot charge your electronic devices and/or you cannot charge the MICHELIN Jump 		
Starter and Power Bank.
Wireless Charging:
1.
If you have a compatible device you can wireless charge it by placing it on the Wireless
Power Bank Charging Plate (8).
2.
Follow point 2 above to turn the Power Bank on. CAUTION: Be careful not to let your 		
device slip off the wireless charging area whilst it is being charged.

STORING, HANDLING AND CLEANING
n
n
n

DO NOT get your MICHELIN Jump Starter and Power Bank wet or store in extreme temperature
conditions.
DO NOT disassemble or attempt to repair your MICHELIN Jump Starter and Power Bank
yourself.
Use a soft cloth to clean the exterior of your MICHELIN Jump Starter and Power Bank.
DO NOT use liquid detergent or chemicals of any kind on your MICHELIN Jump Starter and
Power Bank.

COMPATIBILITY
Standard 5V USB electronic devices including mobile phones, tablets, mobile gaming devices,
MP3/4/5 players, Bluetooth devices, satellite navigation devices, cameras and more but always
check the device user guide first for compatibility.

Car Jump
Starters

Mobile
Phones

Tablets

Digital
Cameras

Mobile
Gaming

Power bank won’t charge devices

Power bank is plugged in to charge but the
lights are not blinking

n After connecting a device to the power bank, be
sure to press the power ON
n Make sure the power bank is charged. If no
indicator lights illuminate after powering on the
device, charge your power bank.
n Make sure the USB lead is securely connected to
the power bank.
n You may have a faulty USB lead/connection.
n Check the power bank is securely attached to
the power bank INPUT port (3) and the wall or
the 12V charger.

For all other issues please call the helpline: +44 (0)800 731 4973

WARNING: Do not overcharge the internal battery.
Do not smoke, strike a match, or cause a spark in the vicinity of the power pack.
Only charge the internal battery in a well ventilated area.
CAUTION: This device is intended to be stored indoors when not in use. This device shall not be stored or left outdoors when not in use.
CAUTION: This device is intended for temporary use outdoore and reasonable car should be exercised when using this device in wet conditions.
CAUTION: Risk of injury to persons. Do not use this product if the power cord or the battery cables are damaged in any way.
CAUTION: This device is not intended for use in a commercial repair facility.
WARNING: USE AS DIRECTED IN MANUAL. KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.
Do not disassemble, crush or incinerate. Misuse may resuly in void of warranty, injury or death.

How long will the jump starter and power bank
hold its charge?

n The battery is designed to hold enough charge
to start a battery for about 12 months, but we
recommend recharging it every 3 months to ensure it
is ready to use when needed.

How long does it take to charge the jump
starter and power bank?

n Approximately 5 hours through the micro USB
input port.

How many times can it charge a mobile phone
or other device?

n It depends on how depleted the battery is, but it
can charge a flat mobile phone about 3 times.

How many times can it jump start a 3.0L Petrol
engine?

n It can jump start around 15 times but it depends
on how flat the battery is or if the weather is very
cold.

Will it automatically turn off?

n The jump starter and power bank will shut off
automatically when not in use or it has reached full
charge.

What is the recommended storage
temperature?

n We recommend storing it between -20°C and
60°C for optimal performance.

What is the internal storage capacity?

n The storage capacity is 10,000mAh, 37 Watt
Hours or 133,200 joules.

What will happen if I connect the jump starter
cables the wrong way?

n The SafeJump™ jump cables will not operate
when connected incorrectly as they have reverse
polarity sensors. The red light on the cables will
illuminate to alert you to change the connection. It
will only operate and provide power when connected
correctly.

Will it spark if I connect the jump cables the
wrong way?

n No, the SafeJump™ jump cables are designed not
to spark when attached incorrectly.

What if the clamps touch together?

n Nothing will happen. The internal sensors will
prevent power from being delivered unless it detects
a battery.

Can it jump start a 6V or 24V battery?

n No, it is not designed for 6V or 24V batteries. It is
only designed for 12V batteries.

Will this work on other vehicles other than
cars?

n Yes, it will charge all manner of vehicles including
cars, vans, SUVs, boats, lawn mowers, jet ski’s etc
that utilise a 12V battery system.

For all other issues please call the helpline: +44 (0)800 731 4973
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+44 (0)800 731 4973
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